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studio area:

fringe
to go beyond
to go beyond.

fringe: far beyond

Point, line, plane.
Curves and corners, straight or sinuous lines.

An innovative, sensual concept.
A new way of thinking, designing and producing.
A furniture system rooted in the future.

An enticing ensemble of technology and imagination,
Fringe revamps the very concepts of flexibility
and modularity. With a plethora of accessories
and solutions, it develops in tandem with you and
your business.

Day after day, zero limits.

Fringe opened our doors to a new space-time where
the greatness of design is finally at everyone’s
fingertips.

Fringe: above and beyond our own potential.

fringe in every space, useful and
compatible everywhere

Fringe: literally, “border”, “contour”,
“edge”. In fact, it’s the boundary
between an object and the
surrounding space.
In a cult fiction, fringe science is
that which examines seemingly
inexplicable phenomena that exist
simultaneously both in and outside
our world.
An understanding of “fringe
phenomena” broadens the horizons
of one’s experience and compels us
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to enter the realm of pure possibility.
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ROOM 1
linear operating area
4 elements on a frame (STF)
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ROOM 2
modeled operating area
5 elements on plinths (ZF1)
+ mobile cabinet (FR5+FX6)
+ dispenser (ZERO)
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ROOM 3
angular operating area
5 elements on plinths (ZF1/ZFA)
+ mobile cabinet (FR6+FX6)
+ dispenser (GRIG3)
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ROOM 4
surgery
linear operating area
2 elements on plinths (ZF1)
+ 4 hanging elements
pre-surgery
angular operating area
3 elements on plinths (ZF1)
+ surgery sink (R8)
+ wall cabinet (V11)
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ROOM 5
trays&tubs
partitioned double operating area
3 elements on plinths (ZF1)
+ wall cabinet (V12TT)
+ side sink with instruments
compartment
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ROOM 6
orthodontia
linear operating area
3 + 4 hanging elements (STH)
+ wall cabinets (V12 and V11)
+ wall dispenser unit and sink
(OTTO)
+ orthodontic mobile cabinet
(ON4F)
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ROOM 7
sterilization
three-sided operating area
14 elements on supporting
structure (STPINOX)
+ wall cabinets (V12TT,
V11TRAYS, V11, V12, V8, V9)
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fringe accessories
modules
fringe: behind the scenes
specifications and customization
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frame: RAL 3001 metallic | worktop: Lap (X5S)
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fringe: going beyond essentiality,
innovation accessible to all
dentalArt philosophy concentrated into a sheer marquetry of lines and volumes.
Furniture quality and an innovative concept available at incredibly accessible prices.
The world of Fringe springs from essential design and the perfect synthesis of form and function.
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fringe: stepping beyond modularity,
made to measure for your surgery
Fringe’s design is concrete and realistic.
It is modeled and therefore may be
adapted to any wall. Designed and built
with the professional in mind in order
to create a space that encompasses
the individual and allows him/her to do
their very best by accomodating both
personal and operational needs.
Drawers, worktops, containers,
instruments and accessories, constantly
at hand for any necessity.
Want to discover customization
dentalArt style ?

frame: PANTONE 2925C matt | worktop and sink: corian® (X5P+LE)
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frame: RAL 9004 matt | worktop: laminate (X5N) | sink: porcelain (LC)

mobile cabinet (FR5+FX6) with corian® worktop
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fringe: going beyond flexibility & function
Fringe’s unparalleled modularity easily
adapts to your operational and logistic
needs. Each and every corner of the
office becomes a work area,
thus taking the best advantage of the
space and rationalizing organization.
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frame: RAL 6036 metallic matt | worktop: corian® (X5P) | sinks: stainless steel (LQS, R8)
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fringe: beyond surgery, the evolution
Today a dental practice cannot go without an area dedicated
to surgical operations — equipped even for most difficult and
complex operations — and a pre-surgery area where attire and
instruments are prepared under both hygienic and safe conditions.
Specialization and excellence are in the details.
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fringe: going beyond
standard ergonomics,
method, order

frame: PANTONE 376C | worktop: corian® (X5P) | sink: stainless steel (LS)
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Design that enhances your work and
interprets your needs with Trays&Tubs
containers positioned in the wall cabinet
or the drawer, and with the dentist’s unit
instruments built into the furniture.
All at your fingertips. Always.
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fringe:
orthodontia,
the quest for
well-being

Orthodontia breaks its own boundaries and becomes the
key to an approach that sees oral health as an integral part
of an individual’s general health. It is an approach for those
of all ages, and leads to the creation of true and genuine
wellness areas in the most advanced of dental studios,
like yours, for example.
In this scenario, too, Fringe is your ideal business partner.

frame: PANTONE 2716C | worktop: corian® (X5P)
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fringe: beyond hygiene,
a revolution

bastidor:
frame:
white
RALWA005
XXXX | |encimera:
worktop: laminate
laminada(X5)
(X5)| |sinks:
lavabos:
stainless
acero steel
inox (LI)

fringe drawer inserts:
maximum hygiene
and customization.

Create your own spaces by
adding or moving the separators.
For the first time ever, with Fringe
you can customize the tray
compartments.
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Today, the sterilization area is the heart of the
office, it being the clearest sign of the level
of hygiene and quality the structure is able
to offer. This is why the entire organization
revolves around it.
The dentist’s office has a new face. Fringe
interprets it to a T.

Beautiful. And easy to clean.
Rounded insides and removable
separators make cleaning
operations much more simple and
effective.
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1.1

1. hygiene

1.3
1.2

1.3

1.4

1.1 Dispenser for disposable (LUNA E L’ALTRO) 1.2 Personalizable modular dispenser (WISH) 1.3 dispenser fordisposables
(GRIG3) 1.4 dispenser for disposables,touch screen surface (ZERO)

6. sinks and worktops

6.2

6.1

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

5. trays & tubs

6.1 lap worktop with semispherical porcelain sink (X5S+LC)
6.2 Corian® worktop and sink (X5P+LE) 6.3 grey LAP worktop
with square sink (X5S+LQS) 6.4 painted glass worktop and sink
(RV3E+RV6E) 6.5 laminate worktop with porcelain sink (X5N+LP)
6.6 stainless steel worktop and basin (R3+R7)
6.7 quartz worktop with square stainless steel sink (QT+LQS)

5.1
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5.2

2.1

2.2

2. drawers

3.2

3.1

3. accessories

2.1 Handels: WA005 white or RAL 7040
grey (MF) or any other colour (X29/X29M),
pearl chrome (X29F) 2.2 push (X108MF)

fringe: modules, accessories,
functions. So you can always find
the best solution for your work.

3.3

3.4

+

you will find all the surgery accessories in the PLUS catalogue

3.5

3.7

3.6

3.1 extractable top (X8F) 3.2 negatoscope (X12F) 3.3 suction
system and micromotor for touch-up works (X13F)
3.4 keyboard drawer (X10TF) 3.5 knee opening door with

waste basket + electromagnetic mixing faucet control with
pedal integrated in the lower plinth (FD2+X3F)
3.6 extractable shelf with socket 16A (X104)
3.7 push door with waste basket (FDA6/FD3)

4. mobile cabinets

4.1 cabinet FR5 on wheels, with Corian® worktop
(FR5+FX6) 4.2 mobile cabinet with Corian®

worktop (FC5)

5.3

5.1 extractable and adjustable tray arm (X105RF)
5.2 wall cabinet arranged for trays&tubs (V12TT)
5.3 extractable shelf with trays&tubs holder (X321F)

4.1

4.2
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storage cabinets
FR1

FR1A

25

50

*

35

*

FR12

FR1BC

FR1B

35

*

FR14

FR1D

FR100

50

FR100D

50

50

FR3

FR2P

50

*

FR100A

50

*

FR2B

FR2A

50

*

50

*

FR2

40

35

FR16

50

50

FR1BR

50

50

*

FR101

60

It’s up to you now. Take the measurements
and choose the modules you need to create
your ideal surgery.
PC cabinets
FPC2

sterilisation
FPC4

FPC3

50

FF1

FF6

FF3

60

50

50

35

50

FF2

25

cabinets arranged for sink
FDA6

FDA5

70/76

*

FD1

70/76

50

50

FB1

V2

*

V11TUBS

100

*

V2R

hanging modules also available

100

*
V5

50

V12

V11TRAYS

50

50

wall cabinets and dispenser units

50

FD4

FD3

corner cabinets

70/76
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FD2

V5A

100

100

V12TT

150

V13

150

100

FR4A

FR4

FR3A

50

50

*

FR5

50

50

*

FR5A

FR6

50

50

*

FR8

FR7

50

*

50

mobile cabinets
FC3

FC4

50

FC5

50

FX6

FX6A

50

FX6B

FX6V

100

50

112

50

oral hygiene units
FCOL1

FCOL2

FCOL3

FCOL4

F-EDU

FF7

60

50

60

60

60
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cupboards

FE7

FD5

FD9

FD6

50

100

60

*

V8

V5R

100

V14

50

V9

50

V10

WISH

70

100/150

LUNA E L’ALTRO

71 - 29

100

V11

100

100

V15

100

FE8

100

GRiG3

50

ZERO

70
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fringe: behind the scenes
A corporate philosophy that looks towards solid principles and values. A strategic choice to make the Made in Italy label its distinguishing
feature. A strong tie with its territory. A “zero-kilometer” manufacturing process, with 90% of suppliers of the raw materials from the local
area and with entirely in-house management and the strictest quality control standards. This, too, is dentalArt.

The reliability of any
project begins during its
manufacture

Your demands,
our flexibility = tailored
design.

idea
methods

benefits

methods

benefits

analysis
We listen to instructions and requests,
carefully assessing feasibility and
relative options. Each project is
unique, independently from its
size, and is seen to and completed
by a designer who becomes the
customer’s main contact person.

exclusive consulting
services

raw materials quality control
The piece of furniture is designed to have
a life cycle of 20-25 years. This is one of
the reasons why all raw materials are carefully inspected to certify their suitability
for use in the manufacturing process.

furniture lasting twenty
years

design and planning
Items from the catalogue, made to
measure or to special specifications.
Development of individual units or
complete rooms, with indications for
floor and wall materials and colors.

high resistance to
wear and tear

customization of
the space

destructive test
On random samples. Verification of the
resistance of the welding, which must
remain intact even after a corner of the
unit has been crushed to the point that
the sheet metal breaks

3D rendering
Each project comes with a
photorealistic rendering of the final
result

viewing the result

thickness and resistance testing
On random samples. Coating quality is
monitored by measuring its thickness
and testing the resistance of the film. The
layer of paint must remain intact on a
sample piece subjected to bending and
torsion even after the sheet metal has
been misshapen.

high resistance to
rusting

liquid coating
All colors other than WA005 white receive
a further coat of liquid paint, as in the
automotive industry.
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no dulling over time

Hygiene is in
technical details
pre-assembled so it’s
already been tested
when you receive it

product

methods

benefits

methods

benefits

metal frame
The frame and drawers are metal,
a nonporous material that is not
permeated by dirt and/or other
substances. Cleaning is complete and
guaranteed.

guaranteed hygiene

final quality control
Each individual unit undergoes
quality control and a functional test,
during which mechanical and
electrical safety tests are run.

health and safety

door and drawer protection
The seal on the frame, the brush seal
on the drawers, the drawer slides—
each opening in furniture is properly
protected from any dust in the air.

eliminating dust

testing and assembly
Assembly on the customer’s
premises is actually the second time
the furniture is installed.
The first installation took place at
dentalArt prior to shipment, when all
units belonging to a specific order
are assembled, simulating complete,
final installation.

the suit made
to measure is
now perfect

curves, inside and out
Handles and the insides of drawers and
drawer inserts are rounded. Without
corners where dirt can collect, daily
cleaning is much more simple and
effective.

easier cleaning
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fringe: specifications and customisation

TYPE

standard

on demand

floor-standing
hanging
on wheels

customized dimensions

1

upper plinth and profile

colour: white WA005

colour*: any
metallic colour*: any

2

frame

colour: white WA005

colour*: any
metallic colour*: any

3

worktop

laminate, LAP, glass, Corian®, quartz, HiMacs®, stainless steel

4

drawers

dimensions: from T1 to T5
fronts colour: white WA005
soft closing device included

colour*: any
metallic colour*: any
stainless steel

5

handels

colour: white WA005 /
grey RAL 7040

pearl chrome
colour*: any
metallic colour*: any
push

6

lower plinth

colour: white WA005
available in 2 heights

colour*: any
metallic colour*: any
on size

7

foot

adjustable (+/- 11mm)

project: lissak.com

dimensions, materials, options, and colours.

*colour: when we say “any” we really
do mean “any”
C20 / M40 / Y100 / K20

Colour hues of the items in this catalogue’s pictures may result slightly different from the indicated RAL/PANTONE
reference, which should be considered as aproximate.
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fringe: mm

3
3
3
3
3

1

project: lissak.com

T1
2

T2
T3

T4
6

T5
6

4
5
7
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Dental Art SpA - I
tel. +39 0445 802000
info@dental-art.it
www.dental-art.it

